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ABSTRACT 
We conducted a user study with 380 Android users, profling them 
according to two key privacy behaviors: the number of apps in-
stalled and the Dangerous permissions granted to those apps. We 
identifed four unique privacy profles: 1) Privacy Balancers (49.74% 
of participants), 2) Permission Limiters (28.68% ), 3) App Limiters 
(14.74%), and 4) the Privacy Unconcerned (6.84%). App and Permis-
sion Limiters were signifcantly more concerned about perceived 
surveillance than Privacy Balancers and the Privacy Unconcerned. 
App Limiters had the lowest number of apps installed on their 
devices with the lowest intention of using apps and sharing infor-
mation with them, compared to Permission Limiters who had the 
highest number of apps installed and reported higher intention to 
share information with apps. The four profles refect the difering 
privacy management strategies, perceptions, and intentions of An-
droid users that go beyond the binary decision to share or withhold 
information via mobile apps. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy; 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • Empirical studies in HCI; 
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users profling, smartphone users’ privacy, user behaviors, privacy 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Smartphones have become an essential part of people’s daily lives, 
holding a wealth of personal information. They are so widespread 
that 81% of Americans own a smartphone, and 17% of these individ-
uals use smartphones as their primary home internet access [13]. 
Meanwhile, there is a high level of concern among smartphone 
users regarding their privacy and secondary usage of collected 
personal data [44, 63]. In fact, 60% of U.S. smartphone users have 
decided to not install certain apps due to app requests to access 
personal information [50]. Moreover, 46% have decided to uninstall 
apps upon discovering that the app collected personal informa-
tion without their knowledge [50]. Alternatively, Android apps 
must request access to permissions for various types of informa-
tion, allowing users to accept or deny requests at a granular level 
[28]. Controlling which privacy permissions are granted to apps 
decreases the risks of unwanted access to system resources or per-
sonal data [3]. Further, Google recently acknowledged how privacy 
permissions vary in sensitivity and classifed a group of them as 
“Dangerous,” since they give access to private user data or control 
over the device that can negatively impact the user [28]. Camera 
access is an example of a Dangerous permission as it allows apps 
to take photos of users and their surroundings. However, disallow-
ing such permissions also reduces the functionality provided by 
apps [40]. Thus, in order to help users manage these Dangerous 
permissions efectively, researchers and app designers have begun 
to develop a better understanding of users’ privacy management 
strategies in order to design systems that align with their privacy 
preferences and intentions [67]. 

Several privacy researchers have made strides in understanding 
mobile users’ difering privacy attitudes, intentions, and behav-
iors. For instance, several privacy researchers have attempted to 
understand users’ privacy management strategies based on their 
self-reported privacy attitudes or concerns (e.g., [7, 18, 39, 70]). Al-
though self-reported privacy measures have been found to correlate 
to some extent with actual privacy behavior [43], researchers have 
also found that there is a contradiction between users’ stated pri-
vacy concerns and their actual disclosure behavior, which is widely 
known as the “privacy paradox” [36]. Therefore, another research 
stream has aimed to predict and understand disclosure of private 
information based on users’ actual privacy behavior (e.g., permis-
sions denial behavior) [11, 41]. For example, Liu et al. profled users 
based on their privacy decisions (allow or deny permissions) to 
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predict the app permissions settings for these profles [41]. Yet, 
research has also shown that examining privacy behaviors alone 
also cannot fully explain or predict users’ information disclosure 
decisions [26]. Thus, there is a need to consider both self-reported 
privacy attitudes and actual privacy behaviors when unpacking the 
complex privacy decisions of mobile phone users [26, 69]. Further, 
it is important to understand how mobile users’ privacy attitudes 
and behaviors correlate to one another to ascertain if, indeed, users’ 
privacy behaviors are paradoxical to their desired goals, or whether 
we as researchers may be oversimplifying the diferent management 
strategies users have devised for managing their mobile privacy. To 
this end, we addressed the following research questions: 

RQ1: Do users exhibit similar or difering privacy granting be-
haviors across the various permissions that Android has classi-
fed as “Dangerous?” 

RQ2: How do the privacy behaviors of mobile users vary in terms 
of the number of apps installed on their devices versus the 
‘Dangerous” permissions granted to those apps? 

RQ3: If diferent user profles exist based on these privacy be-
haviors, how do the privacy attitudes and intentions of these 
groups align or difer? 

To address these research questions, we collected behavioral 
data scraped from user smartphones (RQ1, RQ2) and self-reported 
survey responses (RQ3) from Android smartphone users (N = 380). 
To answer RQ1, we frst quantifed the number of apps installed on 
participants’ mobile device and the Dangerous permissions granted 
to each app. We conducted an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 
to reduce the 21 diferent types of Dangerous permissions to four 
stable dimensions of sensitive information disclosures pertinent for 
smartphone users: 1) Calendar and Contacts (Events and People), 
2) Location, Camera, and Audio (Physical Information tied to the 
person), 3) Phone Calls ( Voice communication with others), and 4) 
SMS and MMS (Text-based communications with others). 

We then conducted a Mixture Factor Analysis (MFA) to answer 
RQ2 and create user profles based on these dimensions of Danger-
ous Permissions and the number of apps participants had installed 
on their devices. We identifed four unique privacy profles based 
on the behavioral scraped data: 1) Privacy Balancers (49.74%), 2) 
Permission Limiters (28.68% of participants), 3) App Limiters 
(14.74%), and 4) Privacy Unconcerned (6.84%). The Privacy Bal-
ancers (largest group) demonstrated a moderate level of privacy 
management in terms of both app installation and permissions 
granting behavior. Permission Limiters (second largest group) were 
the least likely on average to grant permissions to apps they had in-
stalled but had the largest average number of apps installed overall. 
In contrast, App Limiters had the lowest average number of apps 
installed. Finally, the Privacy Unconcerned (smallest group) had the 
highest average number of Dangerous permissions granted and the 
second largest average number of apps installed on their devices. 

To address RQ3, the diferences between these profles were ex-
amined based on the self-reported privacy attitudes and intentions 
(i.e., Secondary Use, Perceived Surveillance, Perceived Intrusion, 
Intent to Use Apps, and Intent to Share Information with Apps) of 
participants. We found signifcant diferences between the profles 
based on the Perceived Surveillance, Intent to Use Apps, and In-
tent to Share Information with Apps. For instance, App Limiters 

and Permission Limiters reported signifcantly higher levels of Per-
ceived Surveillance than Privacy Balancers, who, in turn, reported 
signifcantly higher levels of Perceived Surveillance than the Pri-
vacy Unconcerned. App Limiters were signifcantly less likely to 
self-report a high Intention to Use Apps compared to the other 
three profles. Permission Limiters had the highest Intention of 
Sharing Information with Apps, while App Limiters reported the 
lowest Intention to Share. There were no signifcant diferences 
found between the profles based on their Secondary Use and Per-
ceived Intrusion. Our results demonstrate how smartphone users 
have diferent privacy management strategies that are fairly aligned 
with their self-reported privacy attitudes and intentions. 

This research makes important contributions to the felds of 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Privacy, by presenting a 
new methodology to address an important and long-standing ques-
tion, which involves aligning self-reported privacy preferences to 
ground truth behavioral data, so that we can better understand the 
privacy choices of mobile device users. Improving the understand-
ing of privacy choices of mobile device users is a core contribution of 
this work. More specifcally, this paper contributes to the networked 
privacy community by showing how a combination of diferent 
privacy behaviors (e.g., permissions granted and number of apps 
installed) can be combined to create multidimensional profles of 
mobile users to characterize more complex privacy management 
strategies that can then be correlated with privacy attitudes and 
intentions. By identifying which privacy attitudes and intentions 
correlate with diferent privacy management strategies, privacy re-
searchers and designers can better anticipate and meet the privacy 
goals of mobile users. Finally, by identifying four privacy profles, 
we path the way for designers to account for diferent privacy man-
agement strategies and preferences. This can lead to better privacy 
management recommendations and features suited to one’s privacy 
profle. Our work also provides practical and actionable technology 
and policy recommendations for the HCI community and beyond. 
In summary, this work makes the following novel contributions: 

• Identifes unique privacy profles for mobile users based on 
their multidimensional (i.e., apps installation and permission 
granting) privacy management strategies. We present how 
a mixture factor analysis can be superior to unsupervised 
machine learning for creating these privacy profles through 
quantitative means. 

• Improves the understanding of mobile users’ privacy be-
haviors by aligning their explicit decisions to their implicit 
privacy attitudes and intentions, presenting evidence that 
given the right afordances and/or data collection and analy-
sis methods, that the ’privacy paradox’ is at best an artifact of 
how mobile privacy has been operationalized and measured 
in the past. Our work shows that mobile users fnd a way to 
behave in ways that align with with their stated cognitions. 

2 BACKGROUND 
We summarize two bodies of work that are relevant to our current 
study. First, literature having to do with mobile user privacy, which 
is often focused on app permissions. Second, we introduce the 
research that uses profling to understand diferent online privacy 
behaviors as well as smartphone privacy behaviors. 
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2.1 Mobile Privacy and App Permissions 
Mobile privacy has been the focus of many privacy studies explor-
ing how users utilize the privacy features on their mobile device. 
Mobile app privacy is regulated by permissions granted to each 
application, where an app requests permission and the user either 
denies or grants them. Yet, Felt et al. [25] found that users struggled 
to comprehend the permission dialogues with 17% of their study 
participants paying attention to the permissions requests during 
installation and 3% of participants answering privacy comprehen-
sion questions correctly. Although smartphone devices ofer the 
capability for users to protect their privacy via the permissions 
requests, research has shown that android users tend to grant per-
missions to apps "with vague descriptions and unclear purposes" 
[24]. Findings such as these have led researchers to investigate ways 
to increase users’ understanding of app privacy features to better 
protect their privacy. For instance, one study employed nudges to 
help users understand the impact of granting permissions. They 
alert users of how often a granted permission was actually used 
[2]. Another approach presented by Chouhan et al. [16] allowed 
users to co-manage their mobile app privacy permissions within 
a trusted community of family and friends. Personalization is a 
critical component of enabling such approaches so that each mobile 
user can learn and be nudged about their own app activity, or set 
up co-managing situations appropriate for their usage [2]. There-
fore, scholars have begun leveraging computational approaches to 
create automated solutions for permission management. These ap-
proaches predict users’ permission granting behaviors (e.g., location 
sharing) based on their scraped behavioral data from their phones 
or their self-reported privacy preferences [40, 69]. An optimal solu-
tion for these computational predictions should align users’ actual 
privacy management decisions with their privacy preferences. Re-
lying on either scraped behavioral data or self-reported responses 
lacks the comprehensive understanding of how users regulate their 
privacy, which could afect the accuracy and real implementation 
of these models to predict users’ privacy decisions. Therefore, this 
study takes a step towards understanding how well behavioral and 
self-reported data align with user preferences and intentions. We 
present an empirical approach to improve the understanding of 
privacy choices of mobile device users. 

2.2 Profling Users to Understand Privacy 
Westin’s privacy taxonomy is the foundation of this privacy profl-
ing literature [30, 51]. In his work, he classifed individuals based 
on their difering privacy concerns as fundamentalists, pragmatists, 
and unconcerned. Fundamentalists have a high privacy concern, 
while pragmatists have a mid-level privacy concern, and uncon-
cerned have no or little concerns. Yet, Woodruf et al. [71] argued the 
validity of Westin’s classifcation in the modern age by showing that 
there is no connection between Westin’s privacy classifcation and 
real-world scenarios. Therefore, creating data-driven privacy pro-
fles based on privacy behavior which are considered to be broader 
and more nuanced features would help to clearly understand the 
actual users decisions. Further, instead of viewing privacy simply 
as the decision to disclose or withhold information, more recent pri-
vacy researchers have moved toward profling users based on their 
difering (i.e., multidimensional) privacy management strategies 

to better understand their behavior [39, 41, 67, 70]. For instance, 
Wisniewski et al. [70] were one of the frst to create privacy profles 
based on social media users’ self-reported privacy behaviors. Their 
empirically grounded work identifed six unique privacy profles: 
Privacy Minimalists, Self-Censors, Time Savers/Consumers, Pri-
vacy Balancers, Selective Sharers, and Privacy Minimalists. They 
noticed that among the distinct privacy management strategies, 
users tend to adhere to one of these strategies, and that these strate-
gies were associated with their privacy profciency or awareness 
of privacy features. A stated limitation of Wisniewski et al.’s study 
was that it was based on self-reported privacy behaviors, rather 
than using the actual privacy settings. In the context of smartphone 
users, Lin et al. [39] took a similar approach to create user profles 
based on self-reported privacy attitudes. They were inspired by 
Westin and categorized users into four groups: the unconcerned, 
advanced user, conservative, and fence sitters. This categorization 
was based on survey results about smartphone usage that asked 
users to rate how comfortable they were with diferent permissions 
being granted for diferent purposes. Our work is an extension to 
these previous works. Similar to Lin et al., we profle mobile users, 
but as an extension to this work, we designed our study so that we 
could model users based on actual behavioral data scraped from 
participants mobile devices, rather than based on their self-reports. 

We also draw inspiration from Liu et al.’s work [41], where they 
profled smartphone users based on their actual privacy behav-
iors. They analyzed privacy and security decisions of smartphone 
users who were asked to choose between “granting”, “denying” 
or "requesting to be dynamically prompted" for 12 permissions of 
the apps they downloaded. This study demonstrated that although 
users’ privacy behaviors are diverse, a small number of user profles 
were identifed with mostly similar permission management be-
haviors, ranging from being conservative to lenient. Liu et. al have 
also noted that privacy profles can help "signifcantly simplifying 
the privacy decisions mobile user have to make" [41]. In contrast 
with Lin et al. [39] and Liu et al.’s [41] work, where they leveraged 
unsupervised machine learning, we took a diferent profling ap-
proach using a Mixture Factor Analysis (MFA) when creating our 
profles. The advantage of this approach is the discovery of latent 
dimensions resulting from the users’ privacy behaviors, which rep-
resent diferent strategies of privacy management. MFA treats these 
dimensions (factors) as psychological traits (latent variables) rather 
than scattered behaviors. Therefore, we clustered our participants’ 
scraped privacy decisions based on these psychological traits, which 
can inform us more about the psychology behind users’ behaviors 
than pure data science [35]. Such dimensional structure can also 
provide a more accurate understanding of users’ privacy manage-
ment disclosures [35]. Thus, we make a unique contribution to the 
mobile privacy literature by reducing a large subset of Dangerous 
permissions into underlying and robust latent factors that repre-
sent diferent types of sensitive information disclosures made in the 
context of mobile app use. Then, we use these factors when profl-
ing mobile users by their app installation and permission granting 
behaviors. However, users’ privacy management decisions do not 
necessarily indicate users’ intentions behind their decisions [26]. 
Therefore, we also go beyond prior studies by examining how our 
user profles corresponded with self-reported privacy attitudes and 
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intentions, providing a nuanced understanding of both users’ pri-
vacy decisions and intentions. We describe our methods in more 
detail in the next section. 

3 METHODS 
The goals of this study are to: 1) leverage both self-reported privacy 
perceptions along with actual privacy behavior to better understand 
the alignment between users’ privacy concerns, their intentions, 
and their actual privacy decisions, 2) profle users based on their 
actual privacy behaviors, and 3) correlate the behavioral profles 
to their privacy perceptions and intent. Below, we frst give an 
overview of our study, then describe how we collected and analyzed 
our data. 

3.1 Study Overview and Participant 
Recruitment 

Participants were recruited through a ‘Human Intelligence Task’ 
(HIT) posted on the Amazon Mechanical Turk crowd sourcing plat-
form. The inclusion criteria was that participants had to be adults 
(18 years of age or older) and live in the United States. Having high 
quality responses was very important to us; therefore, we limited 
the participants to workers who had HIT approval rates greater 
than 95% with having at least 50 approved HITs. The participants 
were required to use Android mobile devices since the application 
could run only on an Android operating system (v6.0 or higher). 

This study was approved by our university’s Institutional Re-
view Board. MTurk users interested in taking part in the study were 
frst directed from MTurk to a web-based explanation of informed 
consent to participate in the study (Appendix A). The statement of 
informed consent delineated important details, such as what data 
would be collected from their mobile device, the expected duration 
of the study (up to 30 minutes), and compensation for study com-
pletion. After consenting to participate in the study, participants 
received a consent ID and were directed to Google Play to download 
our study app, which required the consent ID to be entered in the 
app to proceed. The study took up to approximately 30 minutes 
for participants to complete. On average, it took participants less 
than 10 minutes to complete the survey portion of the study. As a 
confrmation of study completion, participants entered a comple-
tion code on Amazon Mechanical Turk that was provided in the 
app at the conclusion of the study. Participants were then asked to 
uninstall the app. Once participants successfully completed a study 
tasks, they received $1. A small number of participants who were 
unable to complete the study due to technical difculties were also 
compensated the full amount. 

In accordance with MTurk’s terms of service and for our own 
ethical reasons, we chose to not collect any personally identifable 
information from participants and took other measures to protect 
their personal privacy such as not collecting any use data like 
photos, messages, videos, voice recordings, or contacts. At the same 
time, we did not include the term ‘privacy’ anywhere in the study 
description to avoid priming efects. For added privacy protection, 
we paid participants through MTurk, which allowed us to refrain 
from collecting their personal email addresses. The app performed 
a one-time data scrape (as described in detail in the next section) 
and only collected necessary apps’ meta-data for answering our 

research questions. Therefore, even if participants did not uninstall 
the app after study completion, no passive data collection occurred. 

3.2 Data Collection 
We developed an Android app that participants installed on their 
primary smartphone. In our analysis, we used two main measures: 
1) behavioral scraped data, and 2) self-reported measures. Within 
the app, participants were presented with a survey where they 
self-reported various privacy attitudes and intentions based on 
pre-validated survey scales. In the background, the app scraped 
the Android device’s applications’ manifest, which is an XML fle 
(AndroidManifest.xml) that contains meta-information about the 
apps installed on the device, such as app package name, package 
version, and permissions info including type, description, and level 
[29]. For this study, the data collection included the names of the 
apps installed on the device and the Dangerous permissions granted 
to each of these apps. The behavioral scraped data captured partici-
pants’ actual behavior in terms of apps installation and permissions 
granting to apps. The self-reported measures included their Sec-
ondary Use, Perceived Surveillance, Perceived Intrusion, Intent to 
Use Apps, and Intent to Share Information with Apps, which are 
described in more detail below. This helped us gain a comprehen-
sive understanding on how users’ privacy attitudes relate to their 
behaviors—not only for one decision scenario, but over the course 
of users using diferent android apps. In the subsections below, we 
explain how we created privacy profles based on the behavioral 
data (scraped from the smartphone) and examine how these profles 
relate to users’ self-reported data (perceived measures). 

3.2.1 Scraped Behavioral Data. We scraped data from participants’ 
app manifest to calculate the number of apps they had installed on 
their device and the Dangerous permissions granted to these apps. 

Number of installed apps. Users’ decisions to install or uninstall 
apps can depend on how comfortable these users to grant apps cer-
tain permissions [50]. Our decision to use apps installation behavior 
as a predictor for privacy behavior was based on Wisniewski et al.’s 
[67, 70] privacy preference and profling work, which showed that 
multidimensional privacy strategies can involve indirect behaviors 
(e.g., unfriending, withholding information) that have subsequent 
privacy implications. Prior research on mobile apps found that 
users’ concerns about their personal data being accessed by apps 
is one of the important factors that afects their apps’ installation 
behaviors [34]. By installing apps, the privacy risks associated with 
apps requesting irrelevant permissions, vague permission defni-
tion, or permission misuse can be increased, which in turn, allow 
apps to access and share users’ sensitive data [6, 8, 20]. These apps’ 
malicious behaviors and malware apps afected users’ decision to 
not install mobile apps based on their concerns about the potential 
unwanted access and use of personal data [19]. More recent work 
from Namara et al. [48] also found a signifcant positive correla-
tion between the number of apps installed and the total dangerous 
permissions granted by a mobile user. Therefore, apps installation 
decisions may be considered as a behavioral indicator for users’ 
privacy management strategies [5]. For each participant, we calcu-
lated the total number of apps installed on their device, which was 
used as a parameter for creating the profles. 
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Granted Dangerous Permissions. We limited the permissions data 
to the permissions that are classifed by Google as Dangerous per-
missions as these permissions can access the most sensitive data in 
a user smartphone [28]. These 21 Dangerous Permissions are listed 
as items in Table 4. Furthermore, we quantifed permission granting 
behavior based on three criteria: 1) requested by the app but denied 
by the user, 2) requested and granted, or 3) present in the app’s 
manifest fle but not requested from the user. We calculated the 
permissions based on the percentage of the number of apps that had 
the permission “granted” over total apps that requested the permis-
sion for each participant. Next, we will describe the self-reported 
privacy measures we included in our analyses. 

3.2.2 Mobile Users Privacy Concerns and Behavioral Intention. In 
this paper, we leverage the the 9-item mobile users’ information 
privacy concerns (MUIPC) framework introduced by Xu et al. [73], 
which adapts Malhotra et al.’s [45] Internet Users’ Information Pri-
vacy Concerns (IUIPC) scale to the mobile environment. Similar to 
these prior works, our measures are also based on the Theory of 
Planned Behavior, which states that users’ intentions toward a be-
havior is a useful predictor for that behavior in the future [1]. This 
theory assumes that behavioral beliefs indicate users’ intentions 
to perform a behavior (behavioral intention), which directly afect 
users’ actual behavior [1]. Therefore, Xu et al. developed a multi-
dimensional construct to quantify mobile users’ privacy concerns 
and correlated this construct with users’ behavioral intentions to 
use mobile apps and share private information with them. They 
found that privacy concern demonstrated an inverse relationship 
with behavioral intention, which suggested that an increase in 
privacy concerns led to a decrease in users’ intentions to share 
information and use mobile apps [73]. Xu et al. also found that the 
dimensionality of users’ information privacy concerns can be rea-
sonably represented using three scales: Secondary Use of personal 
information, Perceived Surveillance, and Perceived Intrusion. They 
performed a survey study with (N=310) mobile users and developed 
the scales using Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and Conformity 
Factor Analysis (CFA). They found that the MUIPC dimensions 
mediated the relationship between prior privacy experience and 
behavioural intention use of mobile apps. 

We build upon Xu et al.’s [73] foundational mobile privacy work 
in two ways: frst, we go beyond measuring behavioral intention 
towards capturing users’ actual privacy behaviors in terms of in-
stalled apps and granted permissions. Second, we further explore 
the link between privacy concerns and behavioral intentions by 
developing privacy behavior profles and linking them to users’ 
self-reported privacy attitudes and intentions, as described in more 
detail in the section that follows. As in Xu et al.’s work, all con-
structs in our study were measured on a 5-point Likert scale (1 -
Disagree Strongly. 2 - Disagree Somewhat. 3 - Neutral. 4 - Agree 
Somewhat. 5 - Agree Strongly.). We describe the three dimensions 
of mobile users’ privacy concerns in more detail below. 

Secondary Use of Personal Information. The Secondary Use of 
Personal Information construct measures individuals’ concerns 
about the usage of the collected personal information without users’ 
knowledge or authorization, which was originally developed by 
Smith et al. [59]. The Secondary Use can impact users’ uncertainty 
about how potentially their personal information will be used in 

the future, placing these users in a sense of powerlessness and 
vulnerability [61]. This scale was adapted for the mobile privacy 
context and found to have a high construct validity [73]. Therefore, 
we included this measure to examine how mobile users actual 
privacy decisions might be afected by their concerns about the 
Secondary Use of their personal data. 

Perceived Surveillance. Perceived Surveillance is the extent to 
which a user is concerned about having too much data collected 
about them without their knowledge [73]. Users’ privacy decisions 
tend to be based on an assessment of the trade-of between the 
risk of being surveilled and the beneft of sharing information 
with apps [69]. Therefore, we included this measure as a proxy for 
measuring users’ concern regarding the data collected from their 
mobile devices. 

Perceived Intrusion. The Perceived Intrusion construct measures 
the users’ intrusion perception caused by using mobile apps [73]. 
Solove [61] described intrusion as “invasions or incursions into 
one’s life. It disturbs the victim’s daily activities, alters her rou-
tines, destroys her solitude, and often makes her feel uncomfortable 
and uneasy.” Therefore, we added this construct to examine its 
correlation with actual mobile users’ decisions. 

Behavioral Intention. The Theory of Planned Behavior asserts 
that the intention towards a given behavior can be used as a close 
proxy to predict that behavior [1], and that attitudes toward the 
behavior may in turn predict users’ intentions. Secondary Use of 
personal information and Perceived Surveillance were both found 
to be signifcant predictors of Behavioral Intention (interestingly, 
Perceived Intrusion was not) [73]. Therefore, we adapted Xu et al.’s 
[73] MUIPC measure for Behavioral Intention in the following ways: 
First, we modifed the time-frame from the original 12 months to 3 
months. Our rationale was that app usage, and consequently the 
intent to disclose personal information to apps, has increased since 
Xu et al.’s work was published in 2012, making it more difcult to 
predict app use intentions over a 12-month period. Further, since 
participants were already agreeing to install our mobile app on their 
devices, it made more sense to query as to whether they would use 
’new’ apps during this shorter time period. Second, we added two 
additional items to measure participants’ intention to grant location 
tracking permission to existing and new mobile apps. We chose 
location as it represents a well-studied privacy-related behavior [74] 
that is also considered to be a Dangerous permission for Android 
mobile devices. 

3.3 Data Analysis Approach 
For this study, we combined the analysis of self-reported privacy 
attitudes and intentions with scraped behavioral data from partici-
pant’s mobile phones. We frst validated the internal consistency 
of our privacy constructs, then we applied EFA for 21 Dangerous 
permissions to identify types of permissions that were grouped con-
ceptually and reduce the dimensionality of the permissions. Next, 
the Mixture Factor Analysis (MFA) was used to create the privacy 
profles based on the number of apps installed and types of the 
Dangerous permissions granted. The following sections describe 
these two data analysis approaches in more detail. 
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3.3.1 Evaluation of Construct Validity of Privacy Measures. We frst 
calculated Cronbach’s alpha, which measures the internal consis-
tency of survey constructs [17]. While the Secondary Use and Per-
ceived Intrusion satisfed commonly accepted internal consistency 
requirements (α = 0.91, α = 0.90 respectively), the consistency 
of the Perceived Surveillance (α = 0.63) and Behavioral Intention 
(α = 0.65) constructs were below the acceptable 0.7 threshold [15]. 
For Perceived Surveillance, the item regarding mobile users’ belief 
of “the location of my mobile device is monitored at least part of 
the time” was highly rated by the majority of participants and, 
thus, did not correlate with the concern that mobile apps collect 
too much information or monitor users’ activities. This speaks to 
the increased usage of location-based services by the majority of 
modern-day apps [12]. Therefore, we dropped this item, which in 
turn improved the internal consistency of Perceived Surveillance 
to α = 0.89. 

Since we added new items to measure Behavioral Intention, we 
performed a quick Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to further 
examine the structure and reasons for its low internal consistency. 
We found that a two factor model yielded the best results, based 
on a principal component analysis with Varimax (orthogonal) ro-
tation and Eigenvalues over one, explaining a total of 78.7% of the 
cumulative variance across all scale items. Therefore, we renamed 
these two scales more specifcally to (as shown in Appendix B): 
(i) Behavioral Intention to Use Apps and (ii) Behavioral Intention 
to Share Information with Apps. The Behavioral Intention to Use 
Apps construct included two items from Xu et al.’s original work 
[73], while Behavioral Intention to Share Information with Apps 
included three items (i.e., one item from the original work of Xu et 
al.’s [73] and our new two location sharing items). Therefore, we 
divided this scale into two diferent types of Behavioral Intention. 
This analysis improved the internal consistency of the two types 
Behavioral Intention to (α = 0.86) for the Intention to Use Apps 
and (α = 0.80) for the Intention to Share Information with the apps. 
After these adjustments, we proceeded with our data analysis. 

Table 1 shows the correlation between the self-reported con-
structs, demonstrating a signifcant positive correlation between 
the privacy concerns constructs (i.e., Secondary Use, Perceived 
Surveillance, Perceived Intrusion). Another correlation pattern was 
found between the three privacy concerns’ constructs and the Be-
havioral Intention to Share Information with Apps which is a signif-
icant negative correlation. This suggests that mobile users who had 
higher privacy concerns would most likely have a lower Intention 
to Share Information with Apps. 

3.3.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) of Dangerous Permissions. 
To address RQ1, we measured users’ permission granting behaviors 
with regard to the 21 Dangerous permissions. During our prelim-
inary experimentation we used diferent data structures such as 
median, mean, and mode number of permissions and calculated that 
based on the number of apps installed per participant to discover 
the participants’ privacy disclosure dimensionality. We conducted 
an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to reveal the possible un-
derlying factors (or dimensions) of the 21 permissions. The early 
experimentation did not yield a good model ft based on the CFI, 
TLI, and RMSEA metrics. Therefore, the 21 Dangersouse permission 
were calculated as a percentage of the number of apps that had the 

permission granted over total apps that requested the permission 
[28]. [22]. The EFA reduced the dimensionality of the 21 permission 
measures to four conceptual dimensions or “factors”. EFA assumes 
a number of latent factors underlie participants’ behaviors regard-
ing the permissions, and uses the correlation values between the 
permissions to assign loadings to each factor [49]. The higher the 
value of the loading for a given permission, the more correlated the 
permission is with that factor. To ensure that each factor group a 
distinct set of highly correlated permissions, the result was then “ro-
tated” using Geomin rotation, which is a type of of oblique rotation. 
Oblique rotation allows for correlations between the factors [55]. 
This is suitable for this study, because users’ tendencies regarding 
diferent types of permissions are likely correlated (i.e., users also 
have an overall tendency towards disclosure). The oblique rotation 
allowed us to examine the correlations between the factors in a 
correlation matrix that is shown in the results section Table 5. 

EFA is typically used to create a concise set of factors and there-
fore, any item (permission in our case) that did not ft these factors 
can be removed. Therefore, we used EFA to remove permissions 
that did not group well with any other permission and did not ft on 
any factor regardless of how many factors we would create [64] (i.e., 
grouping these permissions into a new factor rather than removing 
them would have reduced the reliability of the factor analysis [35]). 

3.3.3 Mixture Factor Analysis (MFA) to Profile Users’ Privacy Be-
haviors. To create the privacy profles (RQ2), we used two privacy 
behavioral measures collected unobtrusively from the participants’ 
devices, namely the number of applications a participant had in-
stalled, and the types of permissions the participant granted to those 
applications (i.e., the result of our factor analysis (RQ1)). With this 
data, we conducted a series of Mixture Factor Analyses (MFAs) 
with a robust maximum likelihood estimator. Mixture Factor Anal-
ysis is a type of factor analysis that produces clusters based on a 
“mixture” of factor mean scores [47]. A beneft of this approach is 
that it actually demonstrates how each factor (permission type) 
relates to permission granting behaviors for diferent groups of 
users. Studying privacy decisions with regards to the factors that 
behavioral permissions are based of improves the interpretability 
and generalizability of the fndings as we study key behavioral 
patterns (factors) rather than many discrete behaviors [35]. 

Mixture Factor Analysis does not provide explicit information 
about the optimal number of clusters but does provide indicators 
that can help to compare the relative quality of solutions with dif-
fering numbers of clusters. For example, a clustering solution with 
a minimum value of BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) and a 
maximum value for the Shannon entropy [56] (which measures “the 
degree of uncertainty implicated in predicting the output of a prob-
abilistic event [57]”). can be an optimal solution [42]. In addition, 
while increasing the number of clusters may increase the overall 
ft, this increase may not be signifcant, so the optimal solution 
usually exists at the point where the log likelihood levels start to 
taper of [35]. These metrics may not agree on the optimal solution; 
therefore, one should determine the optimal number of clusters 
based on substantive grounds [49]: the optimal cluster solution 
should be based on whether the cluster distributions make sense 
(i.e., are interpretable) and are reasonable (e.g., avoid solutions in 
which certain clusters contain very few cases and/or have extreme 
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Table 1: The correlation between Mobile Users Privacy Concerns constructs (Secondary Use, Perceived Surveillance, Perceived 
Intrusion, Behavioral Intention to Use Apps, and Behavioral Intention to Share Information with Apps). This table shows 
that all privacy concerns constructs were signifcantly positively correlated together. These constructs were on the contrary 
signifcantly negatively correlated with intention to share information with the apps. * p-value < 0.05, ** < 0.01, and *** < 0.001 

SU PS PI BI-UA BI-SI 
Secondary Use (SU) 
Perceived Surveillance (PS) 

1 0.741*** 
1 

0.694*** 
0.734*** 

-0.018 
0.002 

-0.198*** 
-0.205*** 

Perceived Intrusion (PI) 
Behavioral Intention to Use Apps (BI-UA) 

1 -0.009 
1 

-0.221*** 
0.408*** 

Behavioral Intention to Share Information 
with Apps (BI-SI) 1 

cluster means). For this study, we thus based our decision on the 
optimal number of clusters on this substantive grounds and the 
ft measures (in our case a minimum level of BIC and a maximum 
level of entropy). 

Our MFA for privacy behavioral measures clustered participants 
based on their mean scores of the permission types (factors) and 
their number of installed applications. Table 2 compares solutions 
with diferent numbers of clusters resulting from the MFA. We 
did not observe any substantial improvements beyond a 4-cluster 
solution. The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), which examines 
the parsimony of the solution, reaches a minimum level for the 4 
and 5 cluster solution. For a 4-cluster solution, the entropy reaches 
its maximum value, and the log likelihood levels of. Therefore, we 
opted to select the 4-cluster solution based on substantive grounds, 
backed up by the BIC, and the entropy. 

Table 2: Privacy behavior MFA model ft statistics. Bold num-
bers indicate the best cluster solution (4 clusters) as the 
BIC has the minimum value and entropy has the maximum 
value. 

Clusters BIC Entropy LL 
2 39117.46 0.94 -19356.8 
3 39013.36 0.96 -19289.9 
4 38952.47 0.97 -19244.6 
5 38952.02 0.95 -19204.5 
6 38960.47 0.95 -19168.9 

Table 3: Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance results. 
The results are signifcant since all p-values are less than 
the signifcance level (0.05), which indicates that there is a 
diference between the variances of the profles. 

Constructs df F p-value 
Secondary Use 3, 376 3.50 0.04 
Perceived Surveillance 3, 376 7.87 <0.001 
Perceived Intrusion 3, 376 0.67 0.57 
Intent to Use Apps 3, 376 2.87 0.03 
Intent to Share Info w/ Apps 3, 376 7.52 <0.001 

3.3.4 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) in Means of Self-Reported Pri-
vacy Perceptions. To achieve our third goal and answer RQ3, we in-
vestigated the relationship diferences in the self-reported measures 
between the generated privacy behavioral profles by conducting a 
series of Welch ANOVA tests [46] with the fve self-reported mea-
sures (Secondary Use, Perceived Surveillance, Perceived Intrusion, 
Intent to Use Apps, and Intent to Share Info with Apps) as dependent 
variables and the generated profles as the independent variable. 
Because Levene’s test for Homogeneity of Variance was signifcant 
(see Table 3), we used the Welch ANOVA to check for signifcant 
diferences between the profles in terms of their self-reported mea-
sures. We applied a series of heteroscedastic post-hoc tests, which 
examines the unequal (hetero) variability across given populations, 
to compare individual clusters with one another [66]. The identifed 
diferences provide a comprehensive overview of the shared char-
acteristics and distinct patterns between the behaviorally-defned 
privacy profles regarding a series of privacy attitudes. The next 
section will display the results of our analysis including the gener-
ated permissions types, privacy profles and uncovered diferences 
between the privacy behavioral profles regarding the perception 
and intention of the participants in these profles. 

4 RESULTS 
The privacy profles created based on the number of installed apps 
and the permission-granting behaviors uncover a set of distinct 
privacy management behaviors. The following section describes 
these profles, and their distinct behavioral and attitudinal patterns. 

4.1 Examining the Factors of Dangerous 
Permissions (RQ1) 

Table 4 summarizes the underlying dimensionality (i.e., factors) of 
the 21 Dangerous permissions using an EFA. After removing the 
body sensor and processing the outgoing calls permissions due to 
low factor loadings (likely due to the low frequency of such permis-
sion requests), the other permissions loaded well, above a commonly 
used threshold of 0.4 for EFA [64]. We also highlight permissions 
that cross-loaded with other factors (exceeding a threshold of 0.25) 
in italics in Table 4. Each of the cross-loadings was substantially 
lower than the item’s loading in its main factor. The fnal 4-factor 
model shows a good ft (χ2(294) = 332.75, p = 0.001); CFI=0.88, 
TLI=0.89; RMSEA=0.036, as well as good convergent validity (most 

https://TLI=0.89
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Table 4: Privacy behavioral factors and items based on EFA (4-Factors Solution). Cross-loaded permissions with other factors 
(exceeding a threshold of 0.25) are in italics. Removed permissions with loadings less than 0.25 are highlighted in grey. Well 
loaded permissions (above 0.4) for the each factor are in bold . 

Factos Loadings 
Types Items 1 2 3 4 
Calendar and Contacts Read Calendar 1.037* 0.011 -0.016 0.025 

Write Calendar 0.751* -0.009 0.066 -0.136* 
Read Contacts 0.522* 0.086* 0.289* 0.061 
Write Contacts 0.464* 0.124* 0.125 -0.172* 

Location, Camera, and Audio Access location -0.022 0.821* -0.073 0.086 
Camera 0.002 0.959* -0.003 0.036 
Record Audio 0.019 0.803* 0.234* -0.028 

Removed Body Sensors 0.048 0.034 0.099 0.030 
Phone Calls Call Phone 0.068 -0.025 0.515* 0.006 

Read Call Log 0.010 -0.087 0.732* -0.027 
Read phone state 0.023 0.005 0.618* -0.128 
Add Voicemail -0.037 -0.109 0.422* -0.203* 
Use SIP -0.085 -0.009 0.604* -0.342* 

Removed Process Outgoing Calls -0.033 0.092 -0.038 -0.093 
SMS and MMS Send SMS -0.004 0.057 -0.165 0.734* 

Read SMS 0.057 -0.071 0.464* 0.689* 
Receive SMS -0.048 0.024 0.599* 0.885* 
Receive WAP Push 0.101 0.129* 0.151* 0.778* 
Receive MMS 0.096 0.156* -0.016 0.732* 
Read External Storage -0.058 0.221* 0.470 0.606* 
Write External Storage 0.048 0.034 0.099 0.446* 

loadings > 0.50). We labeled the four dimensions (types of permis-
sions) of privacy behavioral measures as follows: (1) Calendar and 
Contacts, (2) Location, Camera, and Audio (3) Phone Calls, and 
(4) SMS and MMS. The frst factor grouped permissions related 
to reading or writing from the users’ Calendar and Contacts. The 
second permissions factor grouped permissions related to accessing 
users’ location, camera, and recording audio. In this factor, the body 
sensor variable was removed because it did not have signifcant 
loadings. The body sensor permission allows access to health in-
formation such as step count, heart rate, and ftness tracker which 
is closely related to ftness or sports apps. We found that sports-
related apps form only 0.6% of the installed apps in the participants’ 
devices, which explains the poor performance and low loadings of 
the body sensor permission. The third factor was a group of per-
missions related to phone call, read call logs, read phone state, use 
SIP, and add a voicemail. In the phone calls permissions factor, the 
processing outgoing calls permission was removed since it did not 
have signifcant loadings. Furthermore, Table 5 shows that while all 
factors are signifcantly positively correlated with one another, the 
correlations are lower than the averages of the loadings per factor, 
indicating discriminant validity. 

4.2 Participant Profles and Descriptive 
Statistics 

The 380 participants in this study were nearly gender-balanced 
with 52% men and 48% women. Regarding their education level, 

Table 5: Privacy permissions factor correlations. All factors 
are signifcantly positively correlated with one another. * p-
value < 0.05, ** < 0.01, and *** < 0.001 

1. Calendar and Contacts (CC) 1.00 
2. Location, Camera, and Audio 0.42 * 1.00(LCA) 
3. Phone calls and Voicemails 0.35 * 0.33 * 1.00(PHV) 
4. SMS & MMS (SM) 0.39 * 0.45 * 0.43 * 1.00 

CC LCA PHV SM 

the highest percentages of participants’ education levels were at 
college (32%), a 4 years bachelor degree (25%), and 2 year college 
degree (Associate’s) (17%). Participants had a wide variety of jobs 
as approximately (4%) of the participants were students, (3%) unem-
ployed, (3%) homemakers, (3%) work on retail, and less than (1%) 
is distributed over a wide range of jobs including IT, analyst, and 
Ofce clerk.The scraped data shows that participants installed an 
average of 93.91 apps (maximum = 239, minimum = 29). The most 
common installed apps were: 1) tools apps (22% of the sample) such 
as Google Find My Device, 2) communication apps (14%) such as 
WhatsApp , 3) productivity apps (10%) such as Microsoft Outlook , 
4) game apps (9%), and 5) entertainment apps (6%) such as Netfix. 

On average, participants granted 230 Dangerous permissions to 
the installed apps on their devices. The most commonly granted 
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Figure 1: The four Privacy behavior profles (N=380) based on average number of apps installed and the average number of 
granted permissions per type. This fgure compares between the distinct privacy behavior patterns for the privacy profles 
related to their apps installation and granting permissions. 

Dangerous permissions included 1) Use Session Initiation Protocol 
(SIP), which starts a voice, video, or messaging session (27% of the 
total number of granted permissions), 2) Read call logs (10%), 3) 
Add voicemail (8%), 4) Read contacts (8%), and 5) Receive MMS (7%), 
while processing outgoing calls was that was the least granted Dan-
gerous permission (0.4% of the total number of granted permissions). 
Apps that requested the most number of Dangerous permission 
were personalization (10%), maps and navigation apps (8%), and 
sports (8%) while music, video players, and tools requested the least 
number of permissions forming less than (1%) of the total number 
of the requested permissions. Participants accepted requested Dan-
gerous permissions on average 20% of the time but were most likely 
to accept for tools (48%), communications (43%), and travel apps 
(34%). While games (4%), personalization (4%), education (3%), and 
sports (2%) had the lowest accept ratios. 

4.3 Privacy Behavior Profles (RQ2) 
To answer RQ2, we classifed users into distinct profles based on 
their actual apps installed and types of permission granted. The 
resulting four MFA clusters represent a set of distinct “privacy 
profles” that describe the members of each cluster. The average 
number of installed apps and the average number of granted per-
missions per type for each profle are shown in Figure 1. This fgure 
shows the multidimensionality of privacy management strategies 
based on apps installation and permissions granting decisions for 
the generated privacy profles. We labeled the four privacy profles 
as follows: 

4.3.1 Privacy Balancers (49.74%): The Privacy Balancers practiced 
a moderate level of privacy management for both behaviors (apps 
installation and permission granting). In comparison with other 
profles, Privacy Balancers installed a moderate number of apps 
(m = 88) and granted a moderate level of permissions for all permis-
sions factors. Overall, they installed more apps on average than the 

App Limiters but less apps than the Permission Limiters and the 
Privacy Unconcerned. In all four categories of Dangerous permis-
sions, they granted more permissions on average than Permission 
Limiters but fewer than the App Limiter and Privacy Unconcerned. 
This profle was representative of the largest user group, comprised 
of nearly half of all participants. 

4.3.2 Permission Limiters (28.68% of participants): Permission Lim-
iters had the highest number of installed apps on their devices on 
average (m = 105). However, they granted the least number of per-
missions for all categories of Dangerous permissions in comparison 
to other profles. Permission Limiters managed their privacy by 
limiting access to all sensitive information on their devices and 
granting the fewest Dangerous permissions to the large number of 
installed apps they had. Since Permission Limiters managed their 
privacy through permission management, this strategy may make 
them feel more confdent about installing more apps than the other 
three profles. 

4.3.3 App Limiters (14.74%): Among the generated privacy profles, 
App Limiters installed the least number of apps on average (m = 70). 
Yet, we found that App Limiters have moderately high levels of 
granting permission behavior, granting more permissions than 
Privacy Balancers and Permission Limiters. This diference suggests 
that App Limiters have a diferent approach to safeguarding their 
privacy; they take a selective app installation approach and limit 
the total number of applications on their devices. Once they install 
apps, they are less concerned about restricting permissions granted 
to those apps. 

4.3.4 Privacy Unconcerned (6.84%): The Privacy Unconcerned showed 
generous granting behavior for all permissions and had the sec-
ond highest average number of apps installed on their devices 
(m = 98). This included frequently granting permissions for apps 
to access their camera, location, and audio at signifcantly higher 
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Table 6: Mean and standard deviation of the Secondary Use, Perceived Surveillance, Perceived Intrusion, Intent to Use Apps , 
and Intent to Share Info with Apps measures by the privacy profles. 

Secondary Perceived Perceived Intent to Intent to Share 
Use Surveillance Intrusion Use Apps Info w/ Apps 

Privacy Profles M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Privacy Balancers 3.64 0.38 4.29 0.68 4.01 0.38 3.78 1.00 4.38 0.82 
Permission Limiters 3.70 0.34 4.50 0.43 4.12 0.34 4.25 0.60 4.59 0.62 
App Limiters 3.68 0.49 4.59 0.41 3.98 0.38 2.14 0.63 3.75 1.00 
Privacy Unconcerned 3.61 0.32 3.55 0.48 4.09 0.32 4.06 0.58 4.36 0.85 

rates than all other privacy profles. These Dangerous permissions 
are arguably the most sensitive in terms of giving visual, audio, and 
physical access to an individual and their environment, as opposed 
to digital access to the device itself. Compared to the other three 
profles, this group appears to be unconcerned about their privacy 
protection, since they generously grant Dangerous permissions re-
quested to a larger percentage of apps installed on their devices. The 
next section will examine these profles in relation to participants’ 
self-reported privacy attitudes and intentions. 

4.4 Examining Diferences in Privacy Attitudes 
and Intentions between Profles (RQ3) 

In this section, we explain how participants’ self-reported privacy 
attitudes align with their actual disclosure behaviors. We analyzed 
participants’ self-reported privacy attitudes and intentions . Means 
and standard deviations are listed in Table 6. The Welch ANOVA 
results presented in Table 7 show a signifcant diference between 
the privacy profles in terms of Perceived Surveillance, Intent to 
Use Apps, and Intent to Share Info with Apps. In the following sub-
sections, we discuss these diferences in the self-reported measures 
between the profles. 

4.4.1 Mobile Users Privacy Concerns. 

Secondary Use. An ANOVA did not yield any signifcant difer-
ence between the profles regarding their self-reported Secondary 
Use concern (F (3, 93.31) = 0.39, p = 0.75) as shown in Table 7. 
Table 6 showed the privacy profles’ mean scores to the Secondary 
Use construct (Privacy Balancers: m = 3.64, Permission Limiters: 
m = 3.70, App Limiters: m = 3.65, and App Limiter: m = 3.61). This 
suggested that all profles fell in the range of being “Neutral" to 
“Agree Somewhat” (based on the Likert anchors) to the Secondary 
Use measure. 

Perceived Surveillance. An ANOVA revealed signifcant difer-
ences between the four profles (F (3, 98.64) = 34.17, p < 0.001) 
based on the Perceived Surveillance measure. Post-hoc tests (Ta-
ble 8) demonstrated that App Limiters (m = 4.59) and Permission 
Limiters (m = 4.50) perceived a signifcantly higher level of surveil-
lance than Privacy Balancers (m = 4.29), and that the Privacy 
Unconcerned (m = 3.55) perceived a signifcantly lower level of 
surveillance than all other groups (see Table 9). Generally, these 
results align well with the four profles. Since the Privacy Uncon-
cerned are less worried about Perceived Surveillance, for instance, 
they are willing to install more apps and grant more Dangerous 
permissions to those apps. In contrast, the App and Permission 

Limiters are signifcantly more concerned about surveillance, so 
take specifc measures (e.g., limiting apps or permissions) to protect 
their personal privacy. 

Perceived Intrusion. Regarding Perceived Intrusion, there were 
no signifcant diferences found between the profles based on the 
ANOVA test (F (3, 94.18) = 0.55, p = 0.64) as listed in table Ta-
ble 7. Looking at the average scores of these profles in Table 6, it 
showed that privacy profles shared similar high level of privacy in-
trusion concern (Privacy Balancers: m = 4.01, Permission Limiters: 
m = 4.12, App Limiters: m = 3.98, and App Limiter: m = 4.09). 
These mean scores showed that all privacy profles mostly selected 
“Somewhat agree” on the scale for the Perceived Intrusion construct. 

Table 7: Welch ANOVA results. The signifcant results are in 
bold (p-values less than 0.05), suggesting that there are sig-
nifcant diferences between the privacy profles based on 
these constructs. Table 8 and Table 9 unpack the found sig-
nifcant diferences based on the Post-hoc tests. 

Constructs df F p-value 
Secondary Use 3,93.31 0.39 0.75 
Perceived Surveillance 3, 98.64 34.17 <0.001 
Perceived Intrusion 3, 94.18 0.55 0.64 
Intent to Use Apps 3, 89.79 11.17 <0.001 
Intent to Share Info w/ Apps 3, 101.07 142.72 <0.001 

4.4.2 Intent to Use Apps. We also studied the self-reported scores 
of participants’ Intent to Use Apps. Means and standard deviations 
are listed in Table 6. We found signifcant diferences between 
the four profles (F (3, 89.79) = 11.17,p < 0.001). Post-hoc tests 
(Table 8) revealed that in accordance with their behavior, App 
Limiters (m = 2.14) expressed a signifcantly lower intention to 
use apps than Privacy Balancers (m = 3.78), Permission Limiters 
(m = 4.25), and the Privacy Unconcerned (m = 4.06) (see Table 9). 
Overall, we found that participants’ intention to use apps aligned 
well with their behavioral profles. Particularly, App Limiters, who 
had the lowest number of apps installed, expressed the lowest 
intention to use apps. 

4.4.3 Intent to Share Information with Apps. We also studied par-
ticipants’ self-reported Intent to Share Info with Apps. Means and 
standard deviations are again listed in Table 6. We found signifcant 
diferences between profles in regard to Intent to Share Info with 
Apps (F (3, 101.07) = 142.72, p < 0.001). Post-hoc tests (Table 8) 
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Table 8: The signifcant diferences between the profles based on the Post-hoc test. 

Constructs Privacy Profles 95% Confdence Interval 
App Limiters > Privacy Balancers [0.09791, 0.49292] 
App Limiters > Privacy Unconcerned [0.74316, 1.34476] 

Perceived Surveillance Permission Limiters > Privacy Balancers [0.03400, 0.37552] 
Permission Limiters > Privacy Unconcerned [0.66776, 1.23885] 
Privacy Balancers > Privacy Unconcerned [0.45440, 1.04268] 
App Limiters < Permission Limiters [-1.23533, -0.44816] 

Intent to Use Apps App Limiters < Privacy Balancers [-1.02487, -0.23703] 
App Limiters < Privacy Unconcerned [-1.19969, -0.03108] 
App Limiters < Permission Limiters [-2.38305, -1.83309] 
App Limiters < Privacy Balancers [-1.93648, -1.34262] 

Intent to Share Info with Apps App Limiters < Privacy Unconcerned [-2.30750, -1.52309] 
Permission Limiters > Privacy Balancers [0.22339, 0.71365] 

Table 9: Summary of signifcant pairwise diferences. 

Privacy Signifcant Pairwise Diferences (Mean) Constructs 
Perceived App Limiters (4.59), Permission Limiters (4.50) > Privacy Balancers (4.29) > Privacy Unconcerned (3.55) Surveillance 
Intent to Permission Limiters (4.25), Privacy Unconcerned (4.06), Privacy Balancers (3.78) > App Limiters (2.14) Use Apps 
Intent to Permission Limiters (4.59), Privacy Balancers (4.38), Privacy Unconcerned (4.36) > App Limiters (3.75) 
Share Info Permission Limiters (4.59) > Privacy Balancers (4.38) with Apps 

showed that App Limiters (m = 3.75) expressed a signifcantly 
lower intention to share information with apps than than Privacy 
Balancers (m = 4.38), Permission Limiters (m = 4.59), and the 
Privacy Unconcerned (m = 4.36). We also found a signifcant difer-
ence as Permission Limiters (m = 4.59) had a higher intentions to 
share info with apps more than the Privacy Balancers (m = 4.38). 
(see Table 9). In this case, it also makes sense that App Limiters, 
who limit the number of apps installed on their devices, would also 
intend to limit the amount of information they shared with apps. 
Yet, it seems somewhat paradoxical that Permission Limiters would 
intend to share higher levels of information with apps than the 
Privacy Balancers. A possible explanation for this fnding is that 
since Permission Limiters take granular measures to limit permis-
sions they do not want certain apps to have access to, they are more 
inclined to share other kinds of information (e.g., less sensitive) 
information with these apps. 

5 DISCUSSION 
In the sections below, we frst discuss the importance of the factor 
structure of Dangerous permissions. Then, we discuss the impli-
cations of the four privacy profles and how this relates to self-
reported privacy perceptions. 

5.1 Grouping Dangerous Permissions into 
Meaningful Factors 

Although Google classifes all of the Dangerous permissions into 
a single high-risk group [23], our results emphasize that users do 
not treat all Dangerous permissions the same way. Similar to exist-
ing work [35, 67], participants in our study treat diferent types of 
information as contextually and semantically diferent. Applying 
EFA to the Dangerous permissions allowed us to uncover this mul-
tidimensionality for Android Dangerous permissions. Namely, we 
identifed four latent dimensions of Dangerous permissions: 1) Cal-
endar and Contacts, 2) Location, Camera, and Audio, 3) Phone calls, 
and 4) SMS and MMS. As peoples’ privacy management behavior 
can be broken down into distinct factors, one could argue for a 
permissions interface that would allow users to grant permissions 
on a group-by-group basis rather than considering each individual 
permission separately. Our EFA found that permissions within a 
given group (e.g., Phone Calls) are often treated in the same way 
by users. Leveraging this knowledge could simplify the process of 
granting semantically similar groups of permissions. For instance, 
default privacy settings can be set per group of rather than per per-
mission, e.g. Android could simply deny the Location, Camera, and 
Audio permissions by default. Likewise, grouping these categories 
conceptually within privacy permission dialogues may be more 
user-friendly than asking for permissions one by one. It might also 
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reduce cognitive load by not making privacy decisions too complex 
for less tech savvy end users [25, 32]. 

At the same time, considering permissions on a per-group basis 
could also potentially pose an additional data exposure threat [10]. 
For instance, the “Calendar and Contacts” group of permissions 
could be considered related to People and Events—an email app 
could be given these permissions, enabling the app to easily retrieve 
the contact email addresses and give users the ability to share or 
send scheduled events to potential attendees. However, if a mali-
cious apps would take advantage of this bundled set of permissions, 
it would receive sensitive information that is not only related to the 
mobile users’ schedule but also to the people in their contact list. 
Similarly, the group of Location, Camera, and Audio can be very 
helpful in case of emergencies (e.g., an SOS app that sends this info 
to an emergency contact in the case of emergency), it could also 
allow apps to misuse the permissions (e.g, stalking purposes). Based 
on our results, the Location, Camera, and Audio permissions were 
the least likely to be granted by all profles (see Figure 1)—arguably, 
participants found them riskier because they bridge the boundary 
between virtual and physical surveillance [14, 33]. 

The multidimensionality we found in the android permissions 
makes a methodological contribution regarding how to measure 
privacy permission behaviors. The majority of prior work has mea-
sured users’ privacy permission behavior by using an itemized list of 
various permission items and treating each item separately [24, 40], 
rather than treating permissions as semantically meaningful con-
structs. A downside to this approach is that it does not consider 
the relationships among the permission items and ignores these 
underlying regularities in users’ permission granting behaviors. 
Future research can use our Dangerous permissions categoriza-
tion to gain a more holistic understanding of users’ permission 
control decisions and and to quantify the efects of granting the 
diferent groups of Dangerous permissions on the overall mobile 
user experience and privacy. 

These fndings also have important design implications for pri-
vacy researchers and app designers as they need to be aware of 
how certain specifc Dangerous permissions may be perceived as 
particularly sensitive. For example, when designing new privacy 
features which require a Dangerous permission, app developers may 
consider where the permission fts across the four identifed permis-
sion types (see Table 4) and consider how diferent privacy profles 
may view the sensitivity of this type of disclosure. For instance, 
most of our participants (except the Privacy Unconcerned) were 
least likely to grant permissions when they involved a sensor that 
gathered external data (e.g., location, camera, and audio) beyond 
the phone. Meanwhile, they were more likely to share call-related 
information (e.g., phone calls) and phone-based information (e.g., 
Calendar and Contact). As such, app developers should do their due 
diligence before requesting the most sensitive of these Dangerous 
permissions. Similarly, when considering whether to ask users to 
grant permissions, designers should be sure that there is a clear and 
high value justifcation before trying to gain access to smartphone 
users’ Dangerous permission categories [72]. In summary, both 
researchers and practitioners can gain valuable insights from our 
work. Our approach could be used as an exemplar for others who 
wish to conduct similar types of studies or build privacy-centered 
and user-centric mobile interfaces. 

5.2 Profling Mobile Users by App Installation 
and Permission Granting Behavior 

Clustering participants in our study along two types of privacy 
behaviors (i.e., number of apps installed and granting of Dangerous 
permissions) allowed us to identify four distinct privacy profles: 1) 
Privacy Balancers, 2) Permission Limiters, 3) App Limiters, and 4) 
Privacy Unconcerned. Our study is diferent from previous studies 
that create privacy profles derived from self-reported preferences 
[30, 40]; instead, our classifcation was derived directly from the 
users’ actual privacy management behaviors (i.e., scraped data). A 
beneft of our approach is that we could scrape smartphone users’ 
privacy settings, categorize them into one of the four profles, and 
make immediate recommendations on how they can best manage 
their privacy (e.g. by automatically supporting users’ privacy deci-
sions related to the apps and permissions confgurations), thereby 
avoiding the “cold start” problem (i.e., the need for extensive ex-
ternal input from users) of most computer-based recommendation 
systems [53]. Further, our profling approach resulted in profles 
that have empirically validated relationships to users’ self-reported 
privacy attitudes and intentions to ensure that any intelligent de-
faults or recommendations made would align with users’ stated 
privacy goals as well as their privacy behavioral profles. 

Two of the profles uncovered in our work demonstrated dis-
tinctly opposite privacy management strategies: participants in 
one profle restricted the number of apps but generously granting 
permissions, while participants in the other profle installed a large 
number of apps but restricting the permissions granted to these 
apps. Our study suggests that these diferences in behaviors trace 
back to diferences in privacy concerns and/or intentions, which 
we discuss further in the next section. These diferent behaviors 
have design implications for how to assist users in their privacy 
management. For instance, it may be helpful to use a background 
service to automatically detect apps that have not been used for 
a while. Once an unused app is identifed, the system might rec-
ommend uninstalling the app to an App Limiter, while it might 
suggest removing the app’s access to Dangerous permissions to a 
Permission Limiter. A third option would be to utilize the cloud 
to “ofoad Unused Apps" (see iOS), thereby temporarily removing 
apps that a user did not use for a while [58]. This could allow users 
with the habit of installing a large amount of apps (e.g., Permissions 
Limiters), to more efectively and thoroughly decide on the right 
amount of apps on their devices and avoid unnecessary data leak-
age. Regarding the generous permission granting behavior in the 
case of the Unconcerned and Apps Limiters profles, an analysis of 
how often a given app access a certain resource could be utilized to 
provide recommendations as to whether a certain permission may 
be revoked without sacrifcing the functionality of the apps. This 
type of recommendation could better assist users in managing their 
permissions more efectively, rather than indiscriminately granting 
all or even denying all permissions. 

5.3 The Importance of Examining Behavioral 
Attitudes and Actual Privacy Behaviors 

While there is a large body of literature on understanding and im-
proving permission dialogues to align the choices of users with 
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their privacy preferences [21, 36, 48, 69], our approach of combin-
ing app installations and permission settings with self-reported 
privacy attitudes and intentions of mobile users is a novel con-
tribution of our work. By considering app installation behaviors 
in conjunction with permission granting behaviors and mapping 
these behaviors into privacy profles, we were able to connect these 
privacy decisions back to users’ privacy attitudes and intentions, 
which gave us a more holistic understanding of how users’ pri-
vacy goals were actualized in their observed behavior. Our results 
demonstrate that users’ privacy attitudes and behaviors are some-
what consistent—While previous research on the “privacy paradox” 
has shown conficting results between users’ privacy concerns and 
their actual behavior [36], we were able to fnd an alignment of the 
privacy management profles with users’ stated privacy attitudes 
and intentions. Thus, a key fnding of this study is that the actual 
behavior expressed by the privacy profles aligned fairly well with 
the self-reported privacy attitudes. For instance, participants who 
were attitudinally more privacy-cautious (i.e., those who scored 
higher on the Perceived Surveillance scale, lower on the Intent to 
Share Info with Apps scale, and lower on the Intent to Use Apps 
scale), also tended to utilize privacy preserving strategies, such 
as having fewer apps installed or fewer Dangerous permissions 
granted to their apps. 

Of the three dimensions of mobile users’ privacy concern, Per-
ceived Surveillance was signifcantly diferent between the profles, 
while Secondary Use and Perceived Intrusion were non-signifcant. 
When Xu et al. presented the MUIPC framework, they found Per-
ceived Surveillance had the strongest efect size in terms of predict-
ing Behavioral Intention [73]. Our fndings confrm that Perceived 
Surveillance was also the most impactful in terms of diferentiating 
between our privacy profles based on actual behavior. Therefore, 
our paper adds to the mobile privacy literature by showing that 
Perceived Surveillance is still the most useful concern in predicting 
mobile users’ actual privacy decisions. This demonstrates an im-
portant modern-day mobile users’ concern about the continuous 
surveillance practices by mobile apps that aggressively collect their 
data such as identities, daily behaviors, or their real-time locations 
[38]. Our results for RQ3 also suggest that, while Secondary Use and 
Perceived Intrusion are signifcantly and positively correlated with 
Behavioral Intention to Share Information with apps (Table 1), they 
may not be as useful in predicting actual mobile privacy behaviors. 
This may be partly due to the changing norms and expectations 
about Secondary Use (which on average ranged from "Neutral" to 
"Agree Somewhat" across all of our participants) and Perceived 
Intrusion, of which most participants "Agreed Somewhat" with this 
mobile privacy concern, that have converged among Android smart-
phone users over time. This raises a question about the feasibility 
of continuing to measure such constructs in assessing modern-day 
mobile users’ privacy concerns and behavioral intentions when 
trying to understand actual privacy behavior. As a lesson learned, 
future privacy research should carry out eforts to continually eval-
uate the psychometric value of pre-validated privacy constructs to 
refect the realities of the time. 

Further, our results show that it is possible that end users may 
employ diferent strategies to regulate their privacy beyond tra-
ditional privacy settings. For example, some social network users 
manage their privacy by creating multiple accounts within the same 

social network site for diferent circles of friends, even though this 
is not explicitly considered a privacy behavior [68]. Similarly, a 
decision such as not installing or uninstalling an app could be 
done for privacy reasons but may not be considered an explicit 
privacy behavior. A recent study indeed demonstrates an impact 
of privacy risk perceptions on users’ decision to install apps [62]. 
These results, in combination with the ones discussed in this paper, 
provide compelling evidence that future privacy research should 
go beyond predefned privacy settings or disclosure behaviors to 
adopt a broader perspective on diferent privacy strategies that 
could contribute to a more holistic understanding of how mobile 
users actually tailor their privacy. 

Having a nuanced understanding of privacy profles, which are 
based on the users’ behaviors, is critical in the process of build-
ing more personalized privacy experiences. Recently, there has 
been a focus on leveraging machine learning algorithms to build 
recommendation systems that predict users’ privacy preferences 
[4, 31, 54, 65, 69]. These systems were developed and trained using 
either past privacy decisions [65] or self-reported privacy prefer-
ences [60]. Further research should incorporate both of these as-
pects, as users’ privacy decisions alone cannot be considered as an 
adequate predictor of their privacy preferences. The incorporation 
of both past behavior and current preferences into a recommender 
system can help build more accurate privacy preference recommen-
dation systems. A practical example could be a smartphone that 
gives the users the ability to choose a privacy management profle 
based on a trained privacy preference recommendation system (cf. 
[54]). This profle could help the system to tailor the user experi-
ence to the user’s privacy expectations. The Privacy Unconcerned, 
for instance, would likely be more open to recommendations for 
new apps they might want to install on their device, while Per-
mission Limiters might value a tool that continually scans their 
apps for permissions that could be revoked or limited based on use. 
Likewise, Privacy Balancers may beneft from “privacy cost” versus 
“app beneft” dialogues that allow them to engage in a process of 
weighing various trade-ofs through a privacy calculus [27, 37] for 
installing new apps and/or granting Dangerous permissions. 

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Our fndings are specifc to our sample, which included Android 
users over the age of 18 who were recruited on Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk. Past research has shown that participants recruited via 
Amazon Mechanical Turk demographically approximate the U.S. 
population [9] and are generalizable to the general populations’ 
security and privacy experiences [52]. We also checked the latest 
US Census for 18 years and over to compare the demographics 
between our sample and US Census. Regarding gender, both MTurk 
and US Census have almost a balance distribution between women 
and men. We also found similar patterns of races between the two 
samples. However, there were some slight diferences regarding 
education and income. For education level, our sample had a higher 
number of people who attended some college or had obtained an 
associate’s or bachelor’s degree than the U.S. Census. Our sample 
also had a higher percentage of low income participants compared 
to the U.S. Census. As such, our results may not be generalizable to 
mobile users with diferent demographic backgrounds than those 
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who participated in our study or iOS smartphones users. Future 
research should extend this line of inquiry to more representative 
populations or to diferent groups, such as younger or older smart-
phone users or those in diferent education levels. Future studies 
could also conduct deeper investigations of permission granting 
behaviors in relation to diferent types of apps. Also, given the 
lower income of MTurk workers found in our sample, we strongly 
recommend that future studies (including our own) that recruit 
MTurk workers pay them a living wage for their time and efort. 

Another limitation of our study was its cross-sectional design, 
where we did not measure usage patterns or behavior over time. 
For instance, we were unable to capture how often our partici-
pants installed and uninstalled apps over time. Given the results 
of our study, we believe that this is an important behavior that 
should be measured as it has important implications for one’s mo-
bile privacy. In all cases, researchers should take into account that 
multiple privacy behaviors might work in concert towards a user’s 
privacy management goals. Understanding diferent approaches by 
measuring multiple privacy behaviors as well as attitudes can help 
distinguish between seemingly paradoxical attitudes when taken 
in aggregate. 

7 CONCLUSION 
Understanding how users manage their privacy allows researchers 
and designers to better anticipate their needs as they design smart-
phone apps and anticipate user response. In this paper, we presented 
four privacy profles based on user behavior which shed light on 
how individuals approach smartphone app privacy management in 
diferent ways. Users balance app installation with granting Dan-
gerous permissions in diferent ways to achieve their desired level 
of privacy. By anticipating a variety of privacy management behav-
iors and styles, researchers can better understand users and map 
their intentions to behaviors. 
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A STUDY INFORMED CONSENT 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our research. Before you 
begin, please note that the data you provide may be collected and 
used by Amazon as per its privacy agreement. This agreement shall 
be interpreted according to United States law. 

A.1 Why am I being invited to take part in a 
research study? 

We invite you to take part in a research study because you stated 
that you are an Android smartphone user in the United States. You 
must be 18 years of age or older to participate in this study. 

A.2 What should I know about a research 
study? 

• Someone will explain this research study to you. 
• Whether or not you take part is up to you. 
• You can choose not to take part. 
• You can agree to take part and later change your mind. 
• Your decision will not be held against you. 
• You can ask all the questions you want before you decide. 

A.3 Why is this research being done? 
The purpose of this research is to understand what permissions 
users grant or deny for applications installed on their Android 
smartphones. This a better understanding of this behavior, we may 
be able to improve the design of permission default settings to 
enhance the user experience for future Android smartphones. 

A.4 How long will the research last? 
The study should take no longer than 30 minutes to complete. 

A.5 What happens if I say yes, I want to be in 
this research? 

After consenting to participate in this study, you will be asked to 
download and install an Android app from the Google Play store. 
Upon opening the app, it will collect and analyze app permissions 
from your phone. For example, whether or not the Facebook app 
was given permission to track your location. You will also be asked 
to answer survey questions via the app. All data collected is anony-
mous, meaning that you cannot be personally identifed by it in 
any way (even by us). We will NOT have access to any personal 
data from your phone, including photos, messages, videos, voice 
recordings, and contacts. 

A.6 What happens if I do not want to be in this 
research? 

Participation in research is completely voluntary. You can decide 
to participate or not to participate. 

A.7 What happens if I say yes, but I change my 
mind later? 

You can leave the research at any time, and it will not be held 
against you. If you decide to leave the research, you will not get 
paid for the MTurk HIT. 

A.8 What happens to the information collected 
for the research? 

Eforts will be made to limit the use and disclosure of your personal 
information, to people who have a need to review this informa-
tion. No personally identifable information will be collected that 
would allow the researchers or others to identify who you are. 
However, we cannot promise complete secrecy. Organizations that 
may inspect and copy your information include the IRB and other 
representatives of this organization. 

A.9 What else do I need to know? 
Once you complete the survey and your data passes standard quality 
checks, you will receive a code which you can use to get paid one 
U.S. dollar ($1.00) via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Please delete the 
research app after you are fnished. 

To proceed with this study, please agree to the terms by selecting 
the appropriate response below. 

“I Agree”, “I Disagree” 
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B SURVEY QUESTIONS 

B.1 Self-reported Privacy Measures 
The following self-reported constructs were adapted from Xu et al. 
[73] and measured on a 5-point Likert Scale: Strongly Disagree -
Strongly Agree. 

Construct Questions 
Secondary Use of Personal Information I am concerned that mobile apps may use my personal information for other 

purposes without notifying me or getting my authorization. 
When I give personal information to use mobile apps, I am concerned that apps 
may use my information for other purposes. 
I am concerned that mobile apps may share my personal information with other 
entities without getting my authorization. 

Perceived Surveillance I believe that the location of my mobile device is monitored at least part of the 
time. 
I am concerned that mobile apps are collecting too much information about me. 
I am concerned that mobile apps may monitor my activities on my mobile 
device. 

Perceived Intrusion I feel that as a result of my using mobile apps, others know about me more than 
I am comfortable with. 
I believe that as a result of my using mobile apps, information about me that I 
consider private is now more readily available to others than I would want. 
I feel that as a result of using mobile apps, information about me is out there 
that, if used, will invade my privacy. 

Behavioral Intention to Use Apps I predict I will use new mobile apps in the next 3 months. 
I intend to use mobile apps in the next 3 months. 

Behavioral Intention 
to Share Information with Apps I am likely to disclose my personal information to use mobile apps in the next 

3 months. 
I am likely to grant permission to share my location with my existing mobile 
apps in the next 3 months. 
I am likely to grant permission to share my location with new mobile apps in 
the next 3 months. 
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B.2 Demographic Information 

Questions Possible Responses 
How many years have you lived in the United States? • I do not live in the U.S. 

• Less than 1 Year 
• 1 to 3 Years 
• 4 to 5 Years 
• Longer Than 5 Years 

Which state in the U.S do you live in? (select state) 
How would you characterize the locality you live in? • Urban 

• Suburban 
• Rural 

What is the highest level of education you have completed? • Less than high school diploma 
• High school diploma 
• Some college 
• 2 year college degree (Associate’s) 
• 4 year college degree (Bachelor’s) 
• Some graduate school 
• Master’s degree 
• Doctoral degree (PhD) 
• Professional Degree (MD, JD, MBA) 

What is your sex? 1 • Male 
• Female 
• Other 
• Do not wish to specify 

What is your ethnic background? (Select all that apply.) • White/Caucasian 
• Black/African-American 
• Hispanic/Latino 
• Asian 
• Native Hawaiian or Other Pacifc Islander 
• American Indian/Alaska Native 
• Other, (please specify) 

What is your current employment status? (Select all that apply.) • Employed full time 
• Employed Part time 
• Unemployed looking for work 
• Unemployed not looking for work 
• Homemaker 
• Student 
• Retired 
• Disabled 
• Other , (please specify) 

What is your occupation? (open-response) 

1https://interactions.acm.org/archive/view/july-august-2019/how-to-do-better-with-
gender-on-surveys 

https://1https://interactions.acm.org/archive/view/july-august-2019/how-to-do-better-with
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